Construction Meeting & Networking Event
Monday, June 24th (time and location TBA)

CPS Sponsored Sessions

- Effectively Addressing Unexpected Fall Protection Needs (Session 518)
- Experience Modification Rates - An Accurate Measure of Safety Performance? (Session 552)
- Streamlining Safety Operations Through Widespread Use of Mobility Tablets (Session 626)
- Renewable Energy - Renewing the Commitment to Safety Compliance (Session 652)
- Revalidation of the Contractor Assurance Program for Achieving Zero Injury (Session 677)
- Crane Safety: Are You Prepared to Hold the Load of a Major Incident? (Session 690)
- Industrial Hygiene for the Construction Industry (Session 702)
- Construction Safety Forum 2013 (Session 727)
- Engaging the Supplemental Workforce - A Contractor Viewpoint (Session 752)
- Crane Operator, Rigger & Signal Person Training in Compliance with OSHA 1926.1400 (Session 777)
- Regulatory Compliance & Management of Asbestos Containing Materials (Session 778)
- Forensic Analysis of an OSHA Citation Defense (Session 783)
- Key Issue Roundtable: Integrating Safety & Health into Green Construction (Session 792)

www.safety2013.org